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ISSUE #2

Erica Parker
Architect | Cartoonist | Howard University’16 | NYC
I collaborated with Erica for my cover art, and everyone should know how
outstanding she is! Erica is an Associate at Perkins Eastman in Studio 6,
Healthcare. She is also a Medical Planner with a focus on healthcare architecture,
and an advanced background in computer applications. Her technical skills
include digital drafting and working with field management software for 2D and 3D
environments.
Erica is an artist in every sense of the word! Aside from architecture, she is a
cartoonist and a painter. Follow her Instagram @realmsparker to see her work!
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National Hispanic Heritage Month
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25SEP: California’s Native American Day
In 1939, Governor Culbert Olson declared October 1st to be
"Indian Day", making California the first state to honor this
holiday. In 1998, the California Assembly passed AB 1953,
which made Native American Day an official state holiday,
observed annually on the fourth Friday in September.

12OCT: Native American Day
On May 13 1983, President Ronald Regan signed a
proclamation declaring it “American Indian Day” in honor of
the Native American people who first settled this land.

31OCT: Halloween

National Italian American
Heritage Month

NOVEMBER
1

https://www.aquariumofpacific.org/events/info/moompetam/
- Tune in to celebrate local Native American culture,
everything from storytelling to music and dance.
- This is a free live-streaming event
- No tickets or RSVP required

Native American Indian
Heritage Month

OCTOBER
1

19SEP: Aquarium Pacific Hosts 16th Annual
Moompetam Native American Virtual Festival

03NOV: Election Day
Make sure you are registered to Vote!
If you plan to mail in your ballot, do it early!
Get more information here:
https://www.whenweallvote.org/votebymail/

11NOV: Veterans’ Day
26NOV: Thanksgiving

Entrepreneur | Howard University’13 | NYC
Hey Corwin! Thank you again for allowing me to interview you for my magazine!
Before we jump into the questions, can you give the readers a little bit of your
background?
Anytime Assia! My name is Corwin Hemming, I am currently a chef in New York City, with
a background in fine dining. I started cooking professionally in 2013 in Washington, D.C.
From there I moved to Chicago where I cooked in a two Michelin star kitchen, as well as
many other phenomenal other establishments. My most recent experience includes The
Nomad Hotel and Le CouCou here in NYC, both Michelin star rated restaurants.
Thank you! Alright, so for this interview, I’ll be asking you six questions.
Question #1: Why did you decide to become a chef?
I come from a long lineage of people who can cook at a high level. It’s apart of who I am
and overtime it started to become apparent that it was becoming my passion. My dad is
an awesome pit master and also cooked in NYC back in the 1970’s. He’s owned his own
restaurant and catering business which has had a major impact on my desire to become
a chef.
Question #2: Did you go to culinary school? If so, where? If not, what education
avenue did you take, and what would you recommend to other aspiring culinary
artist?
Yes, after graduating from the illustrious Howard University, I knew I wanted to either
pursue an MBA program or go to culinary school. The summer after earning my BBA in
Marketing, I enrolled at the Art Institute of Washington and earned another degree in
Culinary Arts Management. For those aspiring to become a chef, I would recommend
immersing yourself in the industry in multiple ways! Learn about wines, butchery, farming,
sustainable business practices etc. If you can afford the top tier culinary programs, travel
abroad and see the world while chasing your passion! There’s amazing restaurants
around the world. Better to do it while you are young!
Question #3: What is your favorite Thanksgiving dish to eat and/or prepare?
When it comes to Thanksgiving, it’s all about how good the turkey is! Surprisingly, during
the holidays, my family divides the cooking, and we bring the dinner together as a team!
Question #4: What are some absolutely necessary side dishes and/or wine pairings that you would recommend?
The older I get, the more I like to incorporate vegetables into Thanksgiving since it’s such a meat heavy dinner. I love to braise collard greens and
incorporate some winter squash/root vegetables into the dinner. However, the star side dish in my household is always mac & cheese! For wine
parings, you’re going to need a wine that can stand up to the richness of a holiday dinner. It comes down to preference though, so I’d choose a
nice Pinot Noir for red wine, and for a white wine, a German Riesling is always on my list.
I am a huge mac’n cheese fan myself! Also gotta have a side of cranberry sauce and yams! Question #5: What are the different ways a
Turkey can be cooked?
Turkey is versatile and can be prepared in a multitude of ways. You can do anything from your typical roast, to smoking, deep frying, stuffing, and
even making roulades which is a high-end technique that I’ve done in restaurants to bring a dish together. You typically want to start by cleaning
and brining your turkey to infuse as much flavor in it as possible. My older brother and I love to deep fry our bird to achieve that crispy, flavorful
skin without overcooking the turkey meat.
I love love love deep fried turkey! Question #6: What’s on the horizon for you?
Currently due to Covid-19 decimating the restaurant industry here in NYC and other parts of the world, I have been able to pursue different
avenues within my industry. Being a private chef has given me the ability to focus solely on my own craft and write recipes for myself. Also, I have
been working on my own brand that I’m excited to say will launch for retail later this year!
One, super excited to see what you’re launching later this year – please keep me posted! Two, I know I said six questions, but your last
answer sparked another thought: in your opinion, what has COVID-19 exposed about the food industry, and how should professionals in
your field be moving forward?
Great question! Honestly, what I think I can shine the light on this subject is that we don't have enough industry leaders helping create
sustainable business models that give back! Restaurants deplete resources, but not enough actually are engaged on a daily basis to combat
where the industry has a giant whole. Restaurants need to create a realistic supply chain that helps the flow of food get to consumers outside of
their restaurant. If you have live-fire cooking within your restaurant, you need to be engaged in a tree-planting program. If you have oysters on
your menu, you need to be invested in helping clean our local waterways to help the oyster population continue to bounce back. Instead of using
a massive amount of plastic that ultimately pollutes our oceans and rivers, switch to sustainable paper products without compromising your brand.
If you have local farms in your area, bring your staff to go see and work on the farm several times a year! There are people who have invested
their lives to giving back. They need more support from us. The industry has to pivot so this does not happen again.
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https://www.diversifyournarrative.com

#DiversifyOurNarrative

Ways to Get Involved:
is a student-led initiative that
(1) Sign their petition (free)
targets USA school boards to
(2) Become an organizer (free)
expand curriculum with diverse
(3) Subscribe to their newsletter (free)
(4) Buy their sticker ($7.00)
and anti-racist texts - to take the
first step in achieving this through the integration of anti-racist
and diverse texts in English and Literature classes.
They were founded in June of 2020 and have over 4,000
organizers (and counting).
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https://collegefund.org/about-us/

The American Indian
College Fund

Ways to Get Involved:

(1) Make a Donation
invests in Native students and
(2) Spread the Word
tribal college education to
(3) Conduct Your Own Fundraiser
(4) Meet Their Scholars
transform lives and communities.
The College Fund has been the
nation’s largest charity supporting Native student access to
higher education. We provide scholarships, programming to
improve Native American student access to higher education,
and the support and tools for them to succeed once they are
there.
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Assia Lau’ren
Army Veteran | Actor | Howard University’14 | LA
I decided to do a seasonal issue because I want to focus primarily on finance content. An issue 4-times a year
gives me time to gather information I want to highlight while still creating sufficient products for the finance
community. The question WHO YALL GOT THIS ROUND came from the current divide we’re seeing in
America. It’s more than the upcoming Presidential Election, it’s the racial tension, it’s the continued refusal to
acknowledge this country’s true beginnings, it’s the constant disbelief in COVID-19 (hence trick or treat).
So who are we gonna let win this round, because it feels like the last round was an L.
I wanted this issue to highlight obvious seasonal things such as Thanksgiving and Indigenous recognition, but I
also wanted to continue recognizing nonprofits and black-owned businesses.
My interview with Chef Corwin Hemming was more than just turkey dishes and delicious sides – we touched on
the impacts of current events and he opened my eyes to topics that we don’t hear about often!
The nonprofits chosen for this issue represent Education and Native American efforts. School is back in
session and I believe all of us can get involved with theses nonprofits as they work to enhance the next
generation’s experience!
The black-owned businesses I chose to highlight are those that I see bringing value to more than the black
community. Their products and/or services are beneficial to students, teachers, entrepreneurs, and just
everyday people! As we continue to suffer through COVID-19 and racial tensions, I believe these businesses
represent unity and togetherness and inclusivity – everything from skincare to enlightening podcasts
conversations!

Make sure you’re registered to vote and see you next season!
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